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Abstract

We present a systematic analysis of lexi-
calized vs. delexicalized parsing in low-
resource scenarios, and propose a method-
ology to choose one method over another
under certain conditions. We create a
set of simulation experiments on 41 lan-
guages and apply our findings to 9 low-
resource languages. Experimental results
show that our methodology chooses the
best approach in 8 out of 9 cases.

1 Introduction

The recent CoNLL Shared Task on Parsing Uni-
versal Dependencies (CoNLL-ST) (Zeman et al.,
2017) gave researchers the opportunity to study
dependency parsing on a wide selection of tree-
banks. While the ultimate goal remained the same,
i.e., achieving the best accuracy in predicting the
head and dependency label of a token, the start-
ing point changed from one group of languages to
another, depending on the available resources.

In the surprise languages scenario, participants
were given a very small training treebank, no de-
velopment set, relatively accurate POS tags for
the test set, and little or no parallel data.1 When
parallel data is not available, many of the stan-
dard cross-lingual parsing techniques (e.g. an-
notation projection (Hwa et al., 2005; McDon-
ald et al., 2011); treebank translation (Tiedemann
and Agić, 2016); utilizing cross-lingual word clus-
ters (Täckström et al., 2012) or word embeddings

1This is due to the CoNLL-ST rules that restricted the use
of parallel resources to OPUS (Tiedemann, 2012). But ac-
tually no or little parallel data is not an unrealistic assump-
tion. Among four surprise languages, three of them have
only Linux distro translations in OPUS, none are part of the
135-language Watchtower Corpus (Agić et al., 2016) (but
two have a few documents on the Watchtower website), and
none are part of the 100-language Edinburgh Bible Corpus
(Christodouloupoulos and Steedman, 2015).

(Duong et al., 2015; Guo et al., 2015)) become im-
possible to apply.

Delexicalized parsing (Zeman and Resnik,
2008) provides a suitable alternative, while it does
not require parallel data. The central idea is to
train a source-side parser without any lexical fea-
tures, i.e., typically using only POS tags, and
then use this trained parser to parse a target, low-
resource language that shares the same POS tag
set. No gold trees are required on the target side,
and only POS tags have to be predicted prior to
parsing. Given the simplicity of this method, sev-
eral CoNLL-ST participants have chosen delex-
icalized approaches, not only for surprise lan-
guages but also for the other CoNLL-ST scenario
– small languages2. In this scenario, as opposed
to the surprise languages, the small training tree-
banks were the only source of gold POS tags.

When the data for training POS taggers is small
– as for the small languages scenario as well as
for many upcoming UD treebanks3 – the delexi-
calized methods might be affected by poor POS
accuracy. On the other hand, there are some gold
trees for those scenarios and it is possible to train
lexicalized parsers on them. Could there be cases
in which such a low-resource lexicalized parser is
preferred over a delexicalized one?

The central question we examine is whether we
can find cases where a low-resource lexicalized
parser achieves better accuracy than a delexical-
ized one. As a related problem, we investigate the
following case: when there is a new language to
parse, with no treebank but with the chance to pre-
dict POS tags, should one pursue a delexicalized
parsing or invest in some tree annotation?

Our goal is to investigate those questions sys-

2The set of small treebanks with no development sets.
3For instance, currently there are 17 upcom-

ing treebank projects within Universal Dependencies
http://universaldependencies.org/#upcoming-ud-treebanks.
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tematically in low-resource settings and to find the
conditions under which one strategy leads to better
results than the other. While our scenarios origi-
nate from the CoNLL-ST, our approach should be
applicable to other settings. For example, our con-
clusions might prove helpful in developing early
parsing models of a new treebank or in deciding
how to proceed when there is a large gold POS
tagged corpus but no trees (e.g. Echelmeyer et al.
(2017) present a Middle High German corpus with
20,000 tokens of gold POS, no trees, and no appar-
ent parallel data). They can also help plan resource
creation. While POS annotation can be relatively
fast (Garrette and Baldridge, 2013), creating tree-
banks is costly (Zeman and Resnik, 2008; Souček
et al., 2013). The decision of building a large POS
annotated corpus vs. a small treebank in a lim-
ited time, could depend on whether delexicalized
models would work well for a target language.

2 Methodology

We compare low-resource lexicalized vs. delex-
icalized parsing in two settings used for surprise
and small languages scenarios of the CoNLL-ST.
In the first scenario, we assume the existence of
a small treebank, and an external POS-annotated
corpus – larger than the treebank – to train a POS
tagger (EXTPOS). In the second scenario, only
the treebank exists, thus the gold POS tags neces-
sary to train a tagger must be extracted from the
treebank (TBPOS). In both cases, we change the
treebank sizes to observe the difference in accu-
racy between lexicalized and delexicalized pars-
ing. While the POS accuracy is not affected from
the treebank size in EXTPOS, it changes with the
size of the treebank in TBPOS.

We employ multi-source delexicalized parsing
(McDonald et al., 2011) in both scenarios. We fol-
low Rosa and Žabokrtský (2015) and Agić (2017)
in combining sources by blending (also known
as reparsing) (Sagae and Lavie, 2006). Unlike
in their original study, we apply blending on la-
beled arcs. We also employ weighted blending
by assigning weights to sources based on lan-
guage/treebank similarity measures.

2.1 Similarity Measures

We employ two measures of similarity between
languages used in previous work:

KLpos: Rosa and Žabokrtský’s (2015) KL di-
vergence metric (Kullback and Leibler, 1951) be-

tween POS trigrams. Instead of their smoothing,
we use Laplace smoothing with α = 0.01.

WALS: Agić’s (2017) Hamming distance be-
tween each language’s feature vectors from The
World Atlas of Language Structures (WALS)
(Dryer and Haspelmath, 2013). For languages
with no WALS entry, or for languages with less
than 10 features in common, WALS is not defined.

2.2 Weights

We use three methods employing aforementioned
similarity measures for weighting source lan-
guages while blending:

R&Z15: Rosa and Žabokrtský’s (2015) KLpos

calculation between the gold POS tags of the
source and target training data, and their KL−4

weighting.
A17: Agić’s (2017) combined weighting that

calculates KLpos between the gold POS tags of the
source training data and the predicted POS tags of
the target development data, and then combines it
with WALS.

LAStgt: We utilize gold trees as a source of
weights for the blender. We parse the target train-
ing trees with the source delexicalized parsers and
use their LAS as weights. Moreover, we rank the
sources and take the n-best giving the best blended
accuracy. n is tuned for every treebank and every
training size separately on the training data.

3 Experimental Setup

Data We use the Universal Dependencies v2.0
treebanks (Nivre et al., 2016) released for the
CoNLL-ST (Nivre et al., 2017). We use all the
treebanks except domain-specific4 ones as sources
(46 languages). As targets we take two groups of
languages from the CoNLL-ST that correspond to
the two settings we experiment with:

Surprise languages: Kurmanji (kmr), Upper
Sorbian (hsb), North Sami (sme), Buryat (bxr).
Each language contains a small sample of gold
training data (see Table 1) and its test set is pro-
vided with POS tags predicted by a system trained
on a data set much larger than the training data.
Those languages represent the EXTPOS setting.

Small languages: Latin (la), Irish (ga),
Ukrainian (uk), Kazakh (kk), Uyghur (ug). They
have small treebanks (especially Kazakh and

4Some languages have multiple UD treebanks, often from
different domains. In such cases we chose the canonical tree-
bank for a language.
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Figure 1: Parsing accuracies for EXTPOS scenario.

Uyghur), with no additional POS data. They cor-
respond to the TBPOS setting.

The 9 target treebanks do not contain develop-
ment sets, so as to not compromise our test sets,
we set those languages aside as test cases. We
perform analysis on simulated low-resource lan-
guages instead. For this purpose we use the sub-
set of source treebanks that has a development set
(41 languages). For each of them we sample small
training treebanks starting with only 100 tokens.

Tools To train POS taggers, we employ Mar-
MoT (Müller et al., 2013). In EXTPOS, POS tag-
gers are trained on the whole treebanks, where in
TBPOS, training is done only on small samples.
We use Universal Part of Speech tags (UPOS) in
all experiments.

For parsing, we use a beam-search transition-
based parser (Björkelund and Nivre, 2015).5

Delexicalized parsers (DELEX), and lexicalized
parsers (LEX) for TBPOS are trained on gold
POS tags. For EXTPOS lexicalized parsers are
trained on 5-fold jackknifed POS tags for better
performance (we sample the small treebanks after
performing jackknifing). We blend delexicalized
models’ outputs via methods described in Section
2.2. In presenting the experimental results, we re-
fer to these DELEX models with their weighting
scheme, namely R&Z15, A17, and LAStgt.

Evaluation We use labeled attachment score
(LAS) as the evaluation metric and evaluate using
the script provided by the CoNLL-ST organizers.

5We also experimented with the graph-based parser Mate
(Bohnet, 2010) to test our hypotheses on a different parsing
architecture. We achieved results parallel to the transition-
based parser, thus we only present one set of results.

4 Results and Analysis

We apply LEX and DELEX to our artificially cre-
ated low-resource languages and analyze the re-
sults for EXTPOS and TBPOS scenarios.

4.1 The EXTPOS Scenario

Figure 1(a) shows average results for EXTPOS.
We observe that DELEX methods using POS tags
as weight source (A17 and R&Z15) achieve on av-
erage 55% LAS. Both of them are surpassed by
LEX when gold trees are available for only 750 to-
kens (which corresponds to 40 sentences for the
used treebanks). Creating weights from gold trees
(LAStgt) instead of POS tags improves the per-
formance but the improvement is modest and LEX

trained on only 1,100 tokens (avg. 55 sentences)
outperforms it. We find this small number surpris-
ing, and investigate it further.

Instead of looking at averages we analyze target
languages separately. We call the point in which
LEX surpasses LAStgt (the red dot in Figure 1(a))
a cutting point and plot the cutting points for all
the target languages separately (Figure 1(b)). We
note that most of the languages do not fall around
the average cutting point of 1,100 tokens. Instead
they can be grouped into three clusters: 10 lan-
guages on the far left for which LEX trained on
even less than 500 tokens (avg. 25 sentences) is
better than DELEX; 9 languages on the far right
for which even 3,400 tokens (avg. 176 sentences)
is not enough to surpass DELEX; and the middle
part. In order to explain this distribution we take a
look at the target languages characteristics.

We use WALS to measure the distance between
languages (we normalize WALS by the number of
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Figure 2: Parsing accuracies for TBPOS scenario.

common features). For every target we select the
best source according to WALS and represent its
distance by color (the darker the circle the more
similar the best source is). The number of good
sources (WALS < 0.2) is represented by size (the
bigger the circle the more good sources exist). For
example, Korean’s (ko) best source according to
WALS is Urdu with a distance of 0.27 and its cir-
cle is light and small. In contrast, Slovenian (sl)
for which five good sources exist (among which
Ukrainian has the smallest distance of 0.03) is rep-
resented by a dark and big circle.

In Figure 1(b) we can observe a pattern among
the two border groups. The left group tends to
have small and light circles which means that there
is no good source for them. When we look at the
languages which fall into this group (like Arabic
(ar) and Vietnamese (vi)) we see that they come
from language families less represented among the
source languages. The far right circles in compar-
ison are bigger and darker which means that they
fit well into the set of existing source languages.
Indeed many Slavic languages fall here.

4.2 The TBPOS Scenario

Figure 2(a) shows average results for TBPOS. As
expected the accuracy of parsers drops due to
lower POS accuracy. Other than the LAS scores,
there are two major differences between those two
plots. In this setting, POS taggers are trained on
tags coming from the treebanks and POS accuracy
changes with the data size. That is why the A17
and R&Z15 lines are not flat any more. The dif-
ference between them is once again very slight and
LAStgt outperforms both of them for all data sizes.

As the second major difference to EXTPOS,

LEX quickly outperforms DELEX methods at
around 250 tokens. We show the breakdown of
this cutting point by target language in Figure 2(b).
The shades of the circles denote the POS accuracy
(the darker the more accurate). In this case, the
circles are placed in a smaller area with an upper
limit of 3,100 tokens. Note that the source lan-
guage similarity is not shown in this plot, yet it
still affects the underlying distribution of targets.
Comparing to Figure 1(b), the relative placement
of the languages is almost the same. The dense
distribution also causes a more homogeneous scat-
ter making the groupings less visible.

4.3 Overall Picture

Delexicalized models use only POS tags as fea-
tures and therefore are more influenced by low
POS tagging accuracy than lexicalized parsers.
That is why the choice which method to apply de-
pends strongly on the existing resources.

In EXTPOS in order for DELEX to work better
than LEX good sources must exist. If the target
belongs to an underrepresented language family,
even a very small sample of gold trees is enough
for LEX to achieve better results. In contrast, if the
target is similar to many sources DELEX can help
even if the target gold data exists. In that case,
the gold trees can be exploited for example as a
source for weights for blending. For all our targets
regardless of existing sources, having a treebank
bigger than 18,000 tokens is enough for LEX to
give higher accuracies than any DELEX model.

In TBPOS on average LEX outperforms DELEX

even when trained on only few gold sentences.
The only situation when using other sources might
help is when there are many similar sources and
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gold trees for more than 1,000 tokens (avg. 50
sentences). In that case, the POS tagging accu-
racy is able to reach a reasonable 70% and DELEX

achieves comparable performance to LEX. But al-
ready having a treebank bigger than only 3,100 to-
kens (avg. 160 sentences) is enough for LEX to
work better for all our targets.

5 Application to Test Languages

We use findings from Section 4 to decide which
test languages should employ DELEX methods.

In EXTPOS all the treebanks have less than
500 tokens and according to Figure 1(a) DELEX

methods might be a good choice. We compare the
test languages with the breakdown in Figure 1(b).
Buryat is a Mongolic language and does not have
any close relatives among the source languages.
For Kurmanji there is only one similar language
– Persian. Therefore for both of those languages
the cutting point would likely occur quickly and
DELEX would give no or very little improvement
over LEX. On the contrary, North Sami is Finno-
Ugric and Finnish and Estonian should be good
sources for it. Upper Sorbian is Slavic and its fam-
ily is well represented (e.g. by Czech or Polish).
Therefore DELEX should work very well for them.

In TBPOS, most of the languages are much big-
ger than 3,100 tokens and for none of them DELEX

should help. Kazakh is smaller than the threshold
of 1,000 tokens. Most probably POS tagging accu-
racy for it would be poor and LEX should be a bet-
ter choice to overcome that. The only language for
which DELEX methods might help is Uyghur. But
it is a language for which not many good sources
exist, the closest being Turkish. Most probably
LEX is also a better choice in this case.

To test our hypotheses, we apply all the meth-
ods to the test languages and present results in
Table 1. For languages not present in WALS
(Kazakh, Uyghur) A17 uses only KLpos. We do
not apply R&Z15 to the surprise languages since
their POS tagging training data is not available6.
We see that our intuition was right in 8 out of 9
cases. For all the small languages LEX performs
better. For the surprise languages as expected Up-
per Sorbian and North Sami gain from DELEX the
most – 9.22 and 6 points LAS respectively when
compared to LAStgt. For Kurmanji LEX trained on
only 242 tokens (20 sentences) gives 2.12 points

6Their test sets were annotated via jackknifing by the
CoNLL-ST organizers to mimic EXTPOS scenario.

size POS LEX R&Z15 A17 LAStgt

Sm
al

l

la 18184 84.41 41.02 33.62 35.06 35.06
ga 13826 89.99 64.66 41.75 42.17 44.54
uk 12846 88.58 64.81 62.20 58.46 63.67
ug 1662 74.96 34.81 21.04 20.72 30.11
kk 529 58.48 26.55 21.49 24.49 26.17

Su
rp

ri
se

hsb 460 90.30 49.59 – 57.09 58.81
kmr 242 90.04 40.94 – 38.82 38.17
bxr 153 84.12 28.06 – 29.07 32.01
sme 147 86.81 29.8 – 33.44 35.80

Table 1: Results on the test languages.

LAS more than the best DELEX. Surprisingly, for
Buryat both DELEX methods outperform LEX.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we looked into lexicalized vs. delex-
icalized parsing in cases where there are few trees
for targets, POS tagging accuracies for the test set
vary, and no reasonable amount of parallel data be-
tween source and target languages is available. To
systematically compare these two approaches and
to observe under what circumstances one is more
favorable than the other, we created a simulation
scenario of 41 low-resource languages and applied
our findings to a set of 9 real low-resource targets.

We found out that lexicalized parsing can sur-
pass delexicalized methods even when trained on
very few sentences, so one should not be deceived
by the small size of a target treebank. By ana-
lyzing the typological relations between the source
and target languages, and the accuracy of POS tag-
ging it is possible to develop intuition about which
of two methods to apply to a new language. For 8
out of 9 test languages our findings hold true.

In our experiments we assumed specific con-
straints on existing resources, e.g., no parallel data
between source and target languages. If some par-
allel data is available, other transfer parsing ap-
proaches should be taken into comparison. For
instance, Agić et al. (2016) analyze a related sce-
nario where parallel data is available but no gold
trees. They show that projecting POS and depen-
dency annotations from multiple source languages
outperforms single-best delexicalized parsing as
well as blending. Whether such a method would
be a preferable choice when a small amount of
gold trees is available is a venue to explore.
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